Traffic Crash Data poster/image

This is a photograph of a poster that depicts crash statistics for the state of Indiana.

The headline of the poster reads, “Crash Statistics by Indiana State Police District.” The headline is on a teal, rectangular bar that goes across the top of the page.

The subhead, beneath the headline, reads “Select factors contributing to traffic deaths in 2016:

• 55 percent of Indiana passenger vehicle occupants killed in crashes were not wearing seatbelts.
• 26 percent of fatal crashes involved a speeding driver.”

Thirteen district statistics are spelled out in graphic representations around the border of the poster. The districts are, clockwise from top left:

1. Lowell District
2. Bremen District
3. Peru District
4. Ft. Wayne District
5. Pendleton District
6. Indianapolis District
7. Versailles District
8. Sellersburg District
9. Jasper District
10. Bloomington District
11. Evansville District
12. Putnamville District
13. Lafayette District

There is text on each district representation/graphic, but it is not legible in the photograph.

The middle of the poster contains a section that discusses regional variations in crash characteristics.

This is depicted by three images of Indiana and highlighting certain counties in the state.

There is text on each Indiana image, but it is not legible in the photograph.

The bottom of the poster has a red, rectangular bar that goes from one side of the image to the other.

The source of the information is given beneath the red bar and reads:
• Data Source: Indiana State Police Automated Reporting Information Exchange System, as of March 16, 2017